
THE POTENTIAL VORTICITY FRAMEWORK 

The focus of chapter 4 is the potential vorticity (PV) framework for weather analysis. This 

is an advanced topic, and the treatment here is not intended to be comprehensive. Note 

that chapters 2, 5, and 7 also contain related material on PV. 

This chapter includes the following exercises: 

4.1. Potential Vorticity and the Tropopause in Synoptic Systems 

4.2. Potential Vorticity in a Winter Storm 

4.3. Jet Streak PV Interpretation 

4.4. Diabatic Processes and PV Evolution: The Diabatic Rossby Vortex 

Each exercise in this manual uses these typefaces for clarity: 

Normal typeface is used for background information, technical instructions, motivating 

questions, and learning objectives. Bold indicates assigned actions and questions that 

students are expected to respond to in their report. A constant width typeface 

is used to indicate text that can be found exactly on the IDV software ( usually on the 

Dashboard or Legend areas). 

The word Optional: is used to set off suggestions for further explorations. 
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4.1. Potential Vorticity and the Tropopause in Synoptic Systems 

Recall that the Rossby-Ertel form of the potential vorticity (PV) is proportional to the 

product of the static stability and the absolute vorticity. The quasi-geostrophic (QG) ap

proximation to PV is given by the sum of the geostrophic absolute vorticity and the static 

stability. Both express the insight that when wind convergence increases vorticity, it also 
spreads isentropes apart (decreasing static stability), so that the combination is conserved. 

Specifically, for adiabatic, frictionless conditions, the value of PV will remain constant 
following the flow. This property helps spotlight areas where diabatic processes, such as 
condensational heating, are affecting the PV distribution. For example, if an isolated 

lower-tropospheric PV anomaly develops in situ (without advecting in from some other 

region), then we can be sure that adiabatic or frictional process was responsible. This 

aspect is explored more in the following lesson (4.2). 

Why is it useful to know the PV distribution? In part, it is because of another property 

of PV, invertibility. If we know the PV distribution, and provide boundary conditions, the 

PV anomaly can be "inverted,, via iterative numerical solution techniques to recover the 

associated wind, temperature, and pressure/height fields. Cyclonic PV anomalies are, as 

one would expect, associated with cyclonic rotation locally, but the associated cyclonic 

flow field can extend far away from the immediate vicinity of the PV anomaly itself. 

The very large static stability in the stratosphere makes potential vorticity there much 

larger in magnitude than in the troposphere, where the average static stability is much 

smaller. Therefore, one can define the dynamic tropopause as a constant PV surface 

with a value that typically represents the lower boundary of large-PV air, such as the 

1.5- or 2.0-PVU surface.* The pressure of the dynamic tropopause surface indicates its 

altitude (which can also be characterized by potential temperature 0). Winds on this 

constant-PV surface indicate its direction of motion, since it is a material surface, a 

sheet of parcels with the same value of a conserved tracer. In this way, an elegant 

summary of upper-tropospheric (and lower stratospheric) dynamics can be shown in 

a single map! 

The objectives of this exercise are to compare traditional plots of geopotential height and 

wind to the PV distribution so that students can relate familiar isobaric charts to the PV 

framework. By the end of the exercise, students should be able to explain the relation 

between troughs and ridges in the height field to centers of relatively large or small PV, 

and to the topography of the dynamic tropopause. We will again utilize the December 

* 1 PVU = 10-6 K kg-1 m2 s-1
• In this unit, the s-1 is from vorticity, while gravity g converts d8/dp in K/Pa to 

Kkg-1 m2• 
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2009 winter storm for this exercise, which will by now be familiar to students from earlier 
exercises. 

Open the bundle LMT_ 4.1. Initially, only the 250-hPa geopotential height contours and 
wind barbs are visible, valid at 1200 UTC 18 December 2009, revealing an upper-level 

trough over the central United States. 

Comparison of PV and features in the height field 

a) Activate the PV at 2 5 0 displays to show the 250-hPa level PV distribution.* 

Examine the relative values of PV in the trough over the central United States, 

as well as in the regions corresponding to ridges in the geopotential height 

field located over the western and southeastern United States. Based on this 

comparison, describe and discuss the correspondence between PV and synoptic

scale features in the height field. 

b) Next, deactivate the HGHT PRES Contour Plan View display, and 

compare the wind barbs to the PV distribution at this level. Discuss what you 

see regarding the relation between features in the wind field and the PV, 

including regions of cyclonic and anticyclonic flow, without the distraction of 

height contours. 

c) Now, we will consider the surface upon which the PV is equal to 1.5 PVU, the 

dynamic tropopause as discussed in the introduction above. Re-activate the 2 5 0 

hPa HGHT PRES Contour Plan View display and turn off the PV at 

250 displays. Activate the pvor - Isosurface colored by Height 

display. Discuss the correspondence between the altitude of the 1.5-PVU surface 

and the synoptic-scale trough and ridge features noted previously. In other 

words, does a higher or lower altitude of the dynamic tropopause correspond to 

cyclonic flow and a trough in the 250-hPa geopotential height field? Explain. 

d) Let's peek at the lower troposphere: Activate the 10 0 0 hPa HGHT PRES 

Contour Plan View display and rotate the display so that you can look 
"underneath" the dynamic tropopause with a viewpoint from the southeast, similar 

to that shown below. You will see that a lower-tropospheric cyclone is present over 

the Gulf Coast: 

* Recall that PV is computed using a layer in order to represent the static stability d0/dp. Here, the 25O-hPa 

PV reflects a finite difference of 0 across the 2OO-3OO-hPa layer. 
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Notice that there are some locations that exhibit "stratospheric" PV values but that 

are located close to the surface (red-orange colors; e.g., over the Gulf Coast as 

shown here). Using your knowledge of the PV conservation principle and the 

possible diabatic sources for PV, speculate as to the processes responsible for this 

red lower-tropospheric cyclonic PV maximum, and any others you may see at low 

altitudes. 

e) Go to a top view, and activate the IR sate 11 it e display. What would you 

look for that would be consistent with the development of the lower-tropospheric 

PV anomaly you examined in iv. above? Capture an image, and explain how it 

supports or refutes your speculation from iv. 

4.2. Potential Vorticity in a Winter Storm 

As mentioned in exercise 4.1, the conservation property of PV means that for adiabatic, 

frictionless flow conditions, the value of PV will remain constant following the flow. 

Usually winter storms involve filaments or fragments of PV from the tropopause-level 

polar vortex moving across the midlatitudes at upper levels. In some cases, an isolated 

lower-tropospheric PV anomaly develops in situ (i.e., without advecting in from some 

other region), so that we can be sure that adiabatic or frictional process was responsible. 

Suppose that condensational heating leads to the generation of a lower-tropospheric 
cyclonic PV maximum. Balanced "PV thinkint would then allow us to infer the presence 

of cyclonic flow in the vicinity of that PV anomaly, and we would know that this flow was 
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the dynamical result of the heating. Of course, in order to quantify the effect, performing 
an actual PV inversion would be necessary. 

Before delving too far into the workings of PV, it is useful to examine its relation to the 
more traditional QG variables presented in chapter 2. Exercise 4.1 began that comparison, 

and we will extend it here. In this exercise, we examine an event from both QG and PV 

perspectives to better appreciate the consistency between these frameworks. For instance, 

in the case of a low-level heating-induced cyclone described above, recall from the QG 

height-tendency equation (exercise 2.6) that below a heating maximum there is a negative 
geopotential height tendency. But at the same time, this lowering of geopotential heights 
can be viewed as an aspect of the balanced flow around the cyclonic PV maximum created 

by the vertical heating gradient term in the PV tendency equation. 

The objectives and learning outcomes for this lesson are for students to 1) compare 

interpretations of atmospheric dynamics derived from traditional QG approaches to 
the PV approach, 2) relate specific physical processes to PV anomalies, and 3) associate 

atmospheric flow anomalies with specific portions of the PV distribution. 

The case we will use for this exercise is a famous winter storm that took place on Presi

dents' Day in 1979 ( 18-19 February 1979). This exercise shows data from high-resolution 

numerical simulations of this case, using reanalysis boundary conditions. Using simulated 

data allows us to better quantify specific physical processes during this event. 

Open the bundle LMT _ 4.2. Initially, only the 300-hPa geopotential height contours valid 

0600 UTC 19 February 1979 are visible, revealing an upper-level trough over the eastern 

United States. 

a) Assessment of QG forcing: Vorticity and thermal advection terms 

i. Based only on the 300-hPa height field, where would you expect to observe a cy

clonic vorticity maximum? Activate the box for absvort - color-filled 
contour plan view to check your guess. Based on this upper-level vorticity 

pattern, where would you observe QG forcing for midlevel ascent? 

ii. Next, activate the PMSL display to overlay contours of sea level pressure, showing 

a coastal low as well as a weaker minimum under the upper trough. We can infer 

the geostrophic temperature advection by looking for regions of veering or backing 

geostrophic wind with height. Considering the change in geostrophic wind direc

tion between the surface (based on SLP contours) and upper troposphere, identify 

regions of warm advection, coinciding with QG forcing for ascent. 
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iii. Based on the traditional form of the QG omega equation, consider both cyclonic 
vorticity advection increasing with height and warm advection to identify expected 

regions of QG forcing for ascent. In light of the implied QG forcing for ascent, and 

taking into account the likely availability of moisture, where do you expect that 

precipitation might be falling at this time? Save an image showing the areas of 

expected precipitation at this time based on this QG reasoning. One way to 
annotate a map is with the IDV's drawing control, invoked with the pencil 

icon in the Toolbar. Its use can be learned from the Help menu. 

Drawing Control 

Style f Shapes 

Mode: [§] ~ IH] ~ Enabled 

~ 1 - 1 r • - ' Shapes: I I I L I . 

Coordinates: 

z Position: Q=========i I-0.995 
Bottom Middle Top 

rune: D Draw In current rune D Show All 

I Distance: 2636 km 

iv. Select the REFC box to overlay contours of model-simulated radar reflectivity 
valid at this time (0600 UTC 19 February 1979). Do the areas showing precipita

tion match your expectations from iii. above? Are there regions where you ex

pected to find precipitation but it is absent? Are there areas showing precipitation 

where you did not expect it from QG reasoning? Discuss the extent to which your 

overall expectations were met, list at least one area with a discrepancy, and offer 

an explanation as to the possible cause. 

b) The vorticity and PV viewpoint 

The synoptic picture shown so far features a vigorous upper-level trough approach

ing the U.S. East Coast, with forcing for ascent and widespread precipitation taking 
place in the mid-Atlantic region. Now, let's examine the vorticity and PV structure 

accompanying this system. 

i. Deactivate all displays except for 300-hPa HGHT and PMSL, and then activate 
the absvort - I sosurf ace display of the 25 x 10-5 s-1 absolute vorticity 

isosurface. Rotate and examine this surface. Notice that there are at least two large 
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regions of high vorticity enclosed by this surface: a ragged one near the coastal 

surface cyclone, and a smoother curved sheet at upper levels in the vicinity of the 

upper-level trough. Capture some images showing these features, and write brief 

captions expressing what you see in each image. 

ii. Now, turn off the absvort - Isosurface, and activate the complete 

pvor isosurface. This surface represents the 2.0-PVU surface, which is one 

way to define the dynamic tropopause (DT), the boundary separating high-PV air 

in the stratosphere from generally smaller tropospheric PV values. Rotate and ex

amine this isosurface. The structure of this surface is complex, but it carries a great 
deal of information about various physical and dynamical processes. Describe its 

major (that is, large-scale) features, capturing images as needed. If you orient the 

display so that you are looking a bit southward from above, you will notice a "hol

low,, extension of the isosurface extending down towards the ground. This feature 
is known as a "tropopause fold:, While looking down into the fold, reactivate the 

absvort - I sosurf ace vorticity isosurface. Toggle back and forth between 

the PV and vorticity isosurfaces. Describe and interpret what you see. 

iii. Given that PV is conserved in the absence of diabatic processes, and that the latent 

heat associated with precipitation is all far to the east of the tropopause fold, how 

did this high PV air come to be observed way down in the lower troposphere? 

iv. Recall that PV is a product of absolute vorticity and static stability, so that high 

PV values occur wherever one or both factors are large. Activate the Vertical 
Cross Sections displays, disable the isosurface displays so you can 

see better, and capture a view from the west. Which factor is large in the high PV 

region (the color shading): vorticity or static stability? Is the answer different at 

different altitudes? Recall that the vorticity equation has a convergence term on 

the right-hand side, and that convergence is related to the vertical motions that you 

can infer from conserved tracers like PV. How must the large absolute vorticity 

inside the tropopause fold have developed? Explain, using a sketch of the cross 

section at times before and during the tropopause folding event seen in the IDV at 

this time. 

c) Lower-tropospheric PV 

Now Ids turn our attention to the lower troposphere, in the vicinity of the surface 

cyclone. Activate the low-level pvor isosurface, instead of the 

complete pvor isosurface. Now the isosurface only spans the 1000-600-
hPa layer. Activate the Plan View display of radar reflectivity (REFC _ NONE). 
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i. Use your knowledge of PV conservation properties and the meaning of radar 

reflectivity to offer a possible source for the cyclonic low-level PV at low levels 

near the mid-Atlantic states of the East Coast. 

ii. For this case, a computation of the latent heating rate due to condensation was 
made (LATHT PRES). Activate the LATHT_PRES - Isosurface display 
and the corresponding LATHT_PRES - Color shaded Cross Section 

displays. Viewing the region of precipitation from the south side, gradually increase 
the I sosurf ace value to see how the vertical heating profile varies, or examine 
a sweep of the cross section through the area. Does the vertical gradient of latent 

heating rate match the structure of the cyclonic PV features? Explain, based on 

the PV equation, referring to MSM material such as Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 if that helps. 

Discuss and illustrate with screen captures. 

iii. Notice that there are fairly large cyclonic (positive) values of PV located far to the 
west and north of the cyclone and upper trough, very near the surface ( e.g., from 
Minnesota northward into Canada). What diabatic processes, specifically, may be 

able to explain the presence of these shallow PV features? Use the relationship 

from ii. 

d) Optional: Repeat the above exercise with the LMT _ 4.2_MERRA bundle to see how this 
situation looks in a global reanalysis, at a coarser resolution. In that case, prectot 

is the indicator of surface precipitation, and total heating dtdt tot replaces the 
latent heating field used above. 

e) Optional: Repeat the above exercise with the LMT _ 4.2_MERRA_StormOfCentury 

bundle to see the displays of c) for another famous case (mentioned in Appendix 2 of 
the introduction). This bundle uses the servers at NASA, rather than zipped data. It can 
therefore be relocated to any other region of the world and any time during 1979-2015. 

To relocate, zoom out and shift-rubberband the desired region, then change the Time 

Driver in the Animation Properties. The data and horizontal displays will 
then load in your new region. After loading is complete, you may have to move the 
locations of the cross sections manually into your new data hypercube. 

4.3. Jet Streak PV Interpretation 

This exercise is an application of potential vorticity concepts to a jet streak, a topic pre
sented by Cunningham and Keyser (2000). The objective of this exercise is to understand 
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how a jet streak would propagate, from a PV perspective. Consider an isolated, idealized 
jet streak of the type pictured on the plan-view plot below: 

522 

540 

546 

a) How would one go about representing a jet streak, such as the idealized example 

above, in terms of PV? In other words, if we accept that the flow in the core of the jet 
is mostly balanced (generally a very good assumption), then we should be able to 
attribute it to PV anomalies of either sign. Where would such anomalies be located 

in relation to the jet streak? Sketch and label the expected location of PV anomaly 

center(s) on the diagram above. Recall that the vorticity represents a component of 
the PV; revisiting exercise 2. lh may be helpful. 

b) Jet streaks are observed to propagate; that is, their motion cannot be explained purely 
by advection of wind speed through their core; jet streaks move _____ _ 

( faster or slower) than the wind speeds in their core ( see textbook for discussion). But 

if the jet streak can be attributed to PV anomalies, which do move entirely due to ad

vection when the flow is adiabatic and frictionless, then is there a paradox? Reconcile 

this observation using "PV thinking:' 

c) Is the motion of a jet streak affected by diabatic processes? If so, how? Does the flow 

near the center of a jet streak conserve PV? Discuss. 

4.4. Diabatic Processes and PV Evolution: The Diabatic Rossby Vortex 

The following exercise is an application of potential vorticity concepts to a specific sit
uation in which diabatic processes are important. Your task is to utilize PV concepts to 

predict the behavior and evolution of this particular weather system. 

Consider a baroclinic zone, characterized by isentropes that slope upward to the north 
(consistent with westerly geostrophic wind shear). An isolated zone of ascent has 
developed at some longitude, leading to clouds and precipitation at the location indicated 
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in the plan-view map and cross section. Assume that the plan-view map corresponds to an 

altitude of 2 km. 

a) Based on your knowledge of PV conservation ( or lack of conservation: the source or 

sink terms for "Q" = PV in the equation given below), in this cross-sectional view, 

indicate locations of development for any PV maxima or minima. 

b) Based on your knowledge of PV invertibility, sketch the associated horizontal flow 

associated with this PV feature (or these features) on the plan view diagram. 

c) Based on your answer to b), how would the vertical motion field evolve? Indicate areas 

of ascent and descent on the plan-view diagram. 

d) Based on c), in which direction would this weather system (and associated PVanoma
lies) move, or propagate, and why? Consider both the larger-scale ambient flow and 

the impacts of system-generated flow. Recall the ~ effect and barotropic Rossby waves 
from exercise 1.5, which this exercise generalizes to include condensation effects. 
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